Bringing People
Together To Work
Solutions for the Modern Office | 2022

Empowering
Relationships
with intuitive,
intelligent
technology.

At VisionPoint, we create technology-enabled
communication environments that free your
organization to engage productively with anyone, anywhere. Whether you need to support
office, team collaboration meetings or multilocation live-streaming events, our solutions
are engineered to fit the unique configuration
of your offices, the needs of your business,
and the personality of your culture.

When Should You
Consider A Huddle Room?
The transition to a hybrid workplace
makes huddle rooms the perfect fit
when it comes to bringing together
remote teams to collaborate in
real-time.

Focused teams can benefit from
these environments without having
to book larger conference rooms.
Today’s solutions include seamless
integration with popular UC apps.
(i.e Zoom, WebEx, Teams etc.)

Enhanced Freedom
and Flexibility.

Mountable Video Bar
All-in-one video bar equipped with
high quality camera, mic and speaker.

Wireless Table Microphone
Non-invasive, optimal for voice. Ideal
for small to large meetings rooms.
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Interactive Whiteboard
Intelligent collaborative solution that
enables remote teams to collaborate
in real-time.
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Wireless Content Sharing
Display and share content easily
using a “puck”. Connects to laptops
via USB-C connection.
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Perfect For
Focused Teams

Room Features
Hover your mouse over each feature
to explore the Huddle Room.
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Large Conference Room
Solutions
Encourage collaboration between
partners and teams, by creating
intuitive spaces worthy of today’s
Fortune 500 companies. Modern
conference rooms are fitted with
state-of-the-art AV technology
that can support remote/on-site
workers, aesthetics and comfort.

A Critical Component
For Success
Whether these intelligent spaces
are used for large presentations,
collaboration or board meetings,
they quickly become a critical
component for success. These
meticulously designed rooms are
often where first impressions are
made to future business partners
and clients.

Room Features
Hover your mouse over each feature to
explore the Large Conference Room.

Dual Displays
Dual 4k 75” displays for optimal viewing
angles, and HQ video conferencing.
Ceiling Array Microphone
A non-invasive microphone solution
that eliminates clutter and delivers
crisp audio using echo and noise
cancellation technology.
Advanced Control
Many ceiling array solutions come with
adjustable lobes for precise coverage
and auto-mix technology that fine tunes
audio in real-time.
Capacity Monitoring
Enforce capacity limits and receive text
notifications when the room is at limit.
Get valuable insight on room usage.

Time for an
Upgrade?

Multi-Purpose
Content Creation Studio

Room Features
Hover your mouse over each feature
to explore the technology.

If your organization often produces
content for Sales & Marketing, or
even training videos, a custom built
studio can be a valuable investment.
Protect your budget avoid renting
out expensive studios and hiring
production teams.

HQ Video
Video Bar for two-way panel discussions.
Camera and Green Screen for high quality
streaming and recording.

Perfect for Livestreaming
In-House Production
Content marketing is essential for
business growth. Gain the advantage
of cost effective, in-house content
production, perfect for podcasts,
livestreaming and other types of
media. Produce content when you
want, how you want, and save tens
of thousands from your Marketing
and Advertising budgets.

Studio Quality Audio
Condenser microphones provide studio
quality audio. Non-invasive ceiling array
for sound reinforcement.

Lighting Control
Centralized lighting control to perfect
every take. Control the atmosphere
for livestreaming and podcasts.

Acoustic Treatment
Create a worry-free recording experience,
and avoid distracting, external noise from
bleeding into your audio.

Cost-Effective
Media Production.

UNIFY is a new cloud-based service
that enables room-based systems to
easily connect with any of the major
UC platforms, solving interoperability
issues that we often see organizations
struggling with.
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One-Touch Join
Launch previously scheduled meetings
with one button. Calendar integration
with Outlook and GCal.
Multi-Platform Dialing
Connect with Zoom, WebEx, Teams, or
any major UC platform, and invite any
room based system.

Customized To Your Needs
Ensure your team is supported with a
fully integrated, and customized system
that supports productivity and business
needs.
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Connect to
Any UC Platform

Hover over each Feature for more
details.
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Every organization has their
preferred platform, but we have
found that most users need to
connect with their teammates,
business partners, and clients
using various solutions.

The UNIFY Approach
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Interoperability
Solutions

Cloud-Based
Interoperability
Still Using Legacy
Videoconferencing Infrastructure?
Legacy videoconferencing infrastructure/endpoints are coming to end of life. Apart from negative user experiences, these systems limit interoperability, and are no longer supported. UNIFY is a
cloud-based solution, neatly packaged and customizable with features fit for any scenario; including
much needed flexibility for hybrid/remote workers.

Click to learn more
about UNIFY

Components of UNIFY
Support your collaboration needs across calendar integration,
meeting rooms and videoconferencing. Ensure your system is
running smoothly at all times with centralized admin tools and
control.
Control
• Improves meeting reliability and quality
• Simplifies the complexity of managing multi-vendor environments
• Supports workplace transitions (Vendor change, On-prem, Cloud)
• Flexible deployment models
Join
• Seamless video meetings
• Ease of use in both scheduling and joining
• Increases productivity, adoption and usage
Analyze
• Comprehensive video collaboration usage reports
• Meeting no-show and automatic de-booking
• People count and meeting room capacity reporting

VisionPoint
SCOPE
The Future of AV Design is Here
Creating flawless designs for our customers is no easy
feat. Advanced VR applications allow us to speed up
the lengthy design process; placing our customers into
their spaces before they’re built. Combining AV design
and VR is not only a time-saver, it lets you experience
the particular nuances that proposed technology can
provide in your unique environment.

Click to learn more
about SCOPE

Modify and Experience
in Real-Time
After you are presented with a design proposal, we
can virtually “walk you through” your space. During
this simulated consultative experience, we can
show you viewing angles, sight lines, sound wave
dispersion, and display placement to help you get a
better sense of how the proposed technology will
perform in your space.

Faster Design Process +
Increased Accuracy
Instead of explaining why certain technology is a
better fit when compared to another, we can show
you. Not only does SCOPE solidify the relationship
between our designs and the technology needs of
your space; it ensures a faster, smoother design
process with increased accuracy.

Hybrid/Remote
Solutions
Helping Employees
Return to Work
As we start to see the light at the end of the tunnel,
many organizations are actively searching for ways
to safely phase their employees back to the office.
Whether your organization is implementing a hybrid
model, supporting a fully remote workforce, or modifying it’s facilities; VisionPoint has developed several
solutions that provide more flexibility, efficiency, and
safety to your business operations.

Click to contact us about
Remote/Hybrid Solutions

Flexibility +
Interoperability
Combining the benefits of multi-platform dialing,
centralized admin control, and scheduling is the
simplest way to improve hybrid/remote working
models. By implementing cloud-based solutions
like UNIFY, and reducing heavy reliance on legacy
videoconferencing infrastructure; employees can
be supported to connect with their teams, and
business partners from any location, at any time.

Safety +
Efficiency
Is your space set up for success in 2022? Efficient
room scheduling, capacity monitoring and hoteling can be integrated in any space, making it safer,
and more comfortable for employees as they are
being phased back into the office. Features such
as automatic de-booking, and scheduling panels
make last minute team collaboration, and videoconferencing a walk in the park.

The Right Technology
is Just a Call away
Connect with Steve Drumheller to design
your next project with VisionPoint
VisionPoint has helped manage projects of all shapes and sizes,
across a variety of industries and institutions. Whether you need
help with a solution listed in this brochure, or you have another
project in mind; contact Steve today so we can learn more about
the needs of your organization.
Phone: (860) 436 9719
Email: SteveDrumheller@visionpointllc.com
Online: visionpointllc.com
Help me with my
next project!

Full Service Design-Build AV
Integration Services
• Digital Signage/Video Walls
• Solutions for Livestreaming/Special Events
• UNIFY (Enterprise Interoperability Solution)
• VisionPoint Shield (AVaaS)
• VisionPoint SCOPE (VR Design services)
• AV Solutions for Education
• Solutions for Hybrid/Remote Models
• Design/Installation of Teams/Zoom Rooms
• Programming

Service and Support +
Remote Access/Management
• VisionCare (24/7 Support and Service)
• Remote Access, Monitoring and Remotely
Managed Services
• Webinar Production Services
• Maintenance Agreements/Service Agreements
• Conference Room Analytics/ROI

